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“The Culture Ecology Study of Opera Sorts” is a new research method for this 
article to put forward. The research object are Chinese opera sorts and especially the 
local noteless ones, while the extension includes not only opera’s history and artistic 
features but also the whole culture surrounding which influences it thoroughly. This 
method emphasizes on a broad field of vision to show opera’s true living status, 
keeping a dynamic viewpoint to research the connection between culture change and 
opera development as well. Meanwhile, it points out that “Culture Ecology of Opera 
Sorts” is a system which takes the inner relationship of culture factors into account. 
On the referrence of Culture Ecology Theory from U.S.A and studies about opera 
culture from China, this article takes a single opera sort as the case and builds a 
configuration as “Culture Ecology System of Dacheng Opera” with several culture 
factors that influence the opera directly. There are some groups of concept that should 
be insisted for this system. They are “the outer&inner ecology of opera sorts ”, “the 
national&local culture surrounding” and “culture niche”. Furthermore, as a kind of 
ritual opera, Dacheng Opera owns a binary core which includes local religion and folk 
arts. These concepts are considered to be important ingredients that impact the culture 
ecology ’s change of opera sorts. 
According to this configuration, this article then recalls Dacheng Opera’s history 
and cuts it into four periods. The first one was sprouting period, during which the 
local religion became leading force to inspire culture ecology for a new opera sort , 
while the national culture surrounding stayed peaceful to reply expansive space for 
the growth of opera. The second one was maturity period, throughout which the folk 
arts succeeded to push the culture ecology to move on and formed a special artistic 
production mechanism, as the local culture surrounding became stronger since the 
national one relapsed into chaos. The third one was decadency period, during which 
politics leaded a thorough revolution and suppressed the local culture surrouding 
badly. Opera innovation didn’t only dominate opera’s inner ecology, but also 
intervened the organization and management of performer groups. The fourth one was 















precious chance for opera sorts’ development but also caused some difficulties 
inevitably. On one hand, the pious religion turned into loyal imitation of custom 
which ignored the ritual function of Dacheng Opera totally. On the other hand, two 
different living ways emerged within the performer groups, which meant that 
Dacheng Opera had to make hard decision to choose one way, even though the result 
would be calamitous as the opera sort’s special features had been discarded. 
As a conclusion, the acting rule of Culture Ecology of Opera Sorts can be 
induced primarily. Firstly, there is a leading culture factor that inspires others’ change 
and cause the adjustment for the outer and inner culture ecology. Secondly, two kinds 
of mode can be separated, which are “culture gradual change” and “culture sudden 
change”. During the sprouting period and maturity one, there was some culture factor 
from local culture surrounding becoming leading vigour and impelling other factors’ 
change to cause the cultural gradual change, which meant that the opera sort would go 
through spontaneous development for a long time. However, during the decadency 
period and annihilation one, there was some factor from national culture surrounding 
turning into chief force and suppressing other factors inby to cause the cultural sudden 
change, which meant that opera sort had been baffled badly and had to go through a 
tough adaption.   
It is the trend to protect opera sorts as the intangible culture heritages nowadays. 
However, we must recognize the Culture Ecology of Opera Sorts deeply before any 
measure should be taken. Only when their commonness and characters are realized 
and their own development rules are regarded, it will be possible to find a right way 
for opera sorts to move on in modern society. 
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尽管有上世纪 50 至 60 年代的剧种调查热潮，但集中而深入的研究却迟迟未能展
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